The Cloudspeakers
Gardening the soundscape
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The Cloudspeakers literally spread a rumour in the city : the urban space
becomes inhabited by elusive sounds which seem to flee through streets
and squares, emerge from facades, merge and disappear into the existing
soundscape. Played through very high (c)loudspeakers (installed on high
spots such as skyscrapers, cranes, etc), the sound creation is always sitespecific, composed from field recordings, with the participation of the
residents and local partners.

The installation spreads at 360° sounds moving through multiple ultra-directional
loudspeakers placed on an overlooking spot – like an acoustic lighthouse. Thus,
the played sounds can never be heard as coming out from the source but from all
the various reflecting urban elements around.

The city transforms the sounds, the sounds transform the city.
The composition interacts with the déjà-là, all the “already there” daily sounds
that everyone knows but never listens to. Inspired by these sounds, the creation
alters them in return through digital processing, reflexions in the architecture
and movements in space, willing to organise this chaos and to arouse the hearing
of passers-by intrigued by these sound illusions.

Creation process and technical requirements
The creation process lasts approximately a week on site, at the end of which public
gatherings can be organized, taking the form of sound walks or open-air concerts
with live musicians.
The number of required loudspeakers depends on the site (starting from 4
speakers). They need to be set on the highest spot of the locality, in order to avoid
spreading sound directly into the nearby windows (inhabitations or offices). The
higher the spot, the better the installation interacts with the architecture.
A room (approx. 25m2) is required for some storage of equipment and
electroacoustic composition and mixing.

Production team

Artistic direction and composition: Michel Risse
Technical direction: Renaud Biri
Sound catchers: Julien Pillet and Marie-Lys Polchlopeck
IT development: Grégory Joubert
Artistic collaborations:
Ema Drouin and Mark Etc
Production: Léa Granados
Communication: Camille Cheminet

Production schedule (under
construction):
2019
March 18th-22nd: Sound creation and compositional research at GMEM (National
Musical Creation Center in Marseille)
March 27th-April 5th: Research and public experiments at the National Center for
Creation in Public Space Pronomade(s) en Haute-Garonne
May 6th-22nd: Research and public experiments with the students and teachers
of the Conservatory of Aubervilliers-La Courneuve
July 29th-August 3rd: Research and public experiments at Le 6B (Saint-Denis)
September 9th-22nd: Research and public experiments at Festival Cergy, Soit !
November 11th-17th: Research and public experiments in Paris 19th district with
Art’R
2020
January: Public experiments and sound walks for the «Semaine du Son» («Week
of Sound») and the International Year of Sound in Paris

The Cloudspeakers

Gardening the soundscape
The Cloudspeakers is a work on soundscape. Most of the time, city noises are
lived and suffered as a pollution. Here, they are considered as a sort of compost
on which the composer acts like an acoustic gardener. It’s about introducing new
sonic species, inventing acoustic landmarks, creating key notes and convergence
lines instead of trying to mask the city vibrations by other sounds or claiming to
reduce it to silence.
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